
JAMES PATERSON
 Oxford ¯ https://linkedin.com/in/james-martin-paterson ® https://thejamespaterson.com
� https://github.com/jamjar919

PROFILE
Software Engineer currently employed at
Tripadvisor. Expertise in modern web
technology, particularly React and
asynchronous JavaScript. Driven, motivated,
and always looking for new ways to expand
my knowledge.

STRENGTHS
Development – Frontend
JavaScript TypeScript React

HTML5/CSS3 jQuery Redux

Development – Backend
Java Spring Node Express SQL

MySQL PostgreSQL

Development Tools and Project Planning
Git Gitlab Jira IntelliJ

OTHER
NASA Space Apps Global Winner
https://github.com/jamjar919/voxsteroid
� October 2021

Winner of the ‘Best Use of Data’ prize for
the Global Space Apps Hackathon, for a
project rendering asteroid light curves in a
3D browser-based viewer.

HackSheffield Winner � 2015

StudentHack V Winner � 2017

MLH Prime Winner � 2017

Open Source Projects
https://github.com/jamjar919
In my spare time I like to write small
WebApps and programs based on things I
find interesting. Take a look at my GitHub
for some recent things I have been working
on.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Software Engineer II – Full Stack
Tripadvisor Experiences
� Sept 2019 – present  Oxford, UK

During my time at Tripadvisor I have worked on a variety of projects from
mature B2B systems to high-availability, performance-focused, customer-facing
platforms. My current role is as a frontend-focused developer with the Viator
team.
– Work with both a legacy platform (jQuery/Dust/ObservableJS) and a
modern React/TypeScript system, including use of server side rendering.

– Backend development using Java and Spring, implementing features from
the database through to API design and displaying data in new UI
components.

– Previously part of the infrastructure team during the initial conversion of
the site to the React framework. As part of this I made architectural decisions
and instilled a culture of code quality.

– Now part of the React codeowners group which involves reviewing new
frontend code to ensure coding standards are kept high, being a learning
resource for other developers, and providing up-to-date documentation for
new framework features.

– Technical lead on migrating the Login/Signup page to React. For this I was
responsible for translating product requirements into an effective plan to
parallelize development across several engineers.

– Currently migrating the checkout page to the React framework, arguably
one of the most complex systems on the site. My role in the team has been
to work with product and design to collaboratively build a new set of
payments integrations and flows, with user experience as our ultimate focus.

– Work with microservice architecture, version control and CI/CD with a
twice-daily release cycle.

Software Engineering Intern
BAE Systems
� Jul 2017 – Sept 2017  London, UK

Placed at the London Waterloo office in the National Security sector of the
company and tasked to extend an existing project by building a companion
web-based single-page mobile application. Achieved a rare 5/5 (outstanding)
internship review at the end of the process.

EDUCATION
MSc Computer Science
University of Oxford
� Sept 2018 – Sept 2019  Keble College, Oxford

Studied a 1 year master’s degree to further increase my understanding of
Computer Science principles, achieving a Merit overall.
– Thesis: Exploratory Data Analysis on Egocentric Social Communication Data

BSc Computer Science
Durham University
� Sept 2013 – Sept 2018  Grey College, Durham

Achieved a first class undergraduate degree.
– Thesis: Can the Graph Partitioning Problem be Used to Provide Table

Assignments for Large Groups?


